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Abstract. Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) are encoded in the
unique physical structure of a system, which stems from process varia-
tion, and represent a minimalistic yet secure alternative for authentica-
tion on integrated circuits. However, the amount of randomness in the
PUF output could be a significant limitation. However, by passing the
PUF response to a shift register, the randomness of the PUF output
could be greatly increased while maintaining reliability. Here we discuss
the performance of an arbiter- and ring-oscillator-type PUF with a sim-
ple shift register from the viewpoint of biometrics. Experimental results
show that authentication with the shifted response data is superior to
that with non-shifted data.
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1 Introduction

A physical unclonable function (PUF) exploits the randomness of process varia-
tions in device manufacturing to encode a secret function[1][2]. The arbiter PUF
[3] and ring oscillator (RO) PUF[2][4] are the most popular designs, which pro-
duce a unique output for each challenge input. However, it has been claimed
that the amount of randomness in the PUF output is limited[5]. Therefore, the
response of the PUF cannot be used directly as a key.

Thus, several post-processing schemes for the PUF output have been devel-
oped, such as majority voting and the fuzzy extractor[5][6]. Majority voting is
a convenient method to transform poorly uniform and noisy measurements into
more random distributions with less noise. Further, the fuzzy extractor corrects
bit errors in the non-uniform PUF responses and extracts uniform random bits.
However, despite these methods, it is clear that the amount of randomness in
the PUF output is not sufficient. Alternatively, if the PUF output is passed to
a simple shift register, randomness could be greatly increased while maintaining
reliability.
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In this paper, we discuss the performance of shift-register-basedpost-processing
from the viewpoint of biometrics, that is, using the equal error rate (EER). In ad-
dition, we focus on determining the reliability and security (uniqueness) of the sys-
tem on the basis of the differences in the outputs from the same and different PUFs
for the same challenge (SC intra-PUF and SC inter-PUF, respectively).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our evaluation approach.
Section 3 briefly describes the concept of shift-register post-processing. The ex-
perimental results and conclusions are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2 Evaluation Approach

PUFs can be evaluated on the basis of differences in the responses of the same de-
vice (intra–PUF) and for differences between devices (inter–PUF). Furthermore,
they can be evaluated for differences in the responses to the same challenge (SC)
and to different challenges (DC). Thus, we define the following four parameters,
as illustrated in Fig. 1: SC intra–PUF, DC intra–PUF, SC inter–PUF, and DC
inter–PUF.

First, to evaluate the reliability of our PUF system, experiments were con-
ducted to measure the EER and sensitivity index d′ for each PUF system using
SC intra–PUF and DC intra–PUF. Ideally, SC intra–PUF should be small and
DC intra–PUF should be large; in other words, these two distributions should
be sufficiently separated from each other. In the biometric research community,
the overall accuracy is illustrated by the receiver operation characteristic (ROC)
curve, which shows the dependence of the false rejection rate (FRR) on the false
acceptance rate (FAR) at all thresholds. The EER is computed as the point
where FAR is equal to FRR. To evaluate our PUF testing, we also utilize these
properties. In addition, we define a metric d′, as suggested by Daugman[7], to
assess the degree of separation between the two distributions:

d′ =
μm − μn√
1
2 (σ

2
m + σ2

n)
, (1)

where μm and μn are the means, and σm and σn are the standard deviations, of
the two distributions, respectively.

Second, to test the security of the PUF systems (i.e., uniqueness), we consider
the SC inter–PUF and DC inter–PUF of complete PUF systems. Ideally, SC
inter–PUF and DC inter–PUF should be large.

However, in this paper, we consider only SC intra–PUF and SC inter–PUF to
evaluate the PUF systems with and without shift-register-based post-processing.

3 Shift Register

Figure 1 (arrow number 5) shows the creation of the shifted response database.
Note here that shifting bits to the right depends on the intrinsic properties of
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Fig. 1. Schematic of evaluation approach

each PUF. In our experiment, fixed bits were shifted for testing, such as 1 bit
for PUF1, 2 bits for PUF2, and 45 bits for PUF45. Notably, shifting with a
128-bit response direction is simple and easily applied to the PUF output while
maintaining reliability.
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(a) Distribu�on of SC intra-PUF and DC intra-PUF 
(Reliability in Arbiter PUF1) 

(b) d’ of each DC intra-PUF  
      against SC intra-PUF 

(Reliability in 45 Arbiter PUFs) 

High Reliability 

Fig. 2. Reliability for 45 arbiter PUFs

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Arbiter PUF

The FPGAs used in this experiment were a Xilinx’s Virtex–5LX (xc5vlx30–
ffg324) and a Spartan–3A (xc3s400a–ftg256) on SASEBO –GII evaluation boards
[8][9]. We selected 45 arbiter PUF outputs from 20 tests and 50 kinds of IDs
(called “AIST dataset” in Fig. 1) from a total of 45 outputs with 1024 tests and
1024 kinds of IDs [10].

First, we tested the reliability of each PUF output. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the
SC intra–PUF distribution and the DC intra–PUF distribution were computed
and plotted to determine how the PUF algorithm separates the two classes.
The figure shows a histogram of the count rates versus the hamming distance
for the PUF1 output. In this experiment, we obtained ideal results with no
errors. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), all of the other results also had zero error and
a stable d′. Therefore, we can conclude that the reliability of each PUF output
is high.

In addition, we considered the EER and d′ values to evaluate the secu-
rity (uniqueness) for 45 arbiter PUFs (‘SC intra gathering from 45 PUFs’ and
‘SC inter gathering from 45 PUFs’). Figure 3 (a) shows a histogram of the
count rate versus the hamming distance for all PUF outputs combined (45 ar-
biter PUFs). In this experiment, the threshold number was set at 4 and the
EER was 2.89%. Even though this performance is sufficient for a non-strict au-
thentication system, it is not suited for a strict authentication system such as in
cryptographic applications.
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(a) Distribu�on of SC intra-PUF and SC inter-PUF 
which are combined with all pair comparisons 

(b) Histogram result using shi�ed data 
(Security in 45 Arbiter PUFs) 

Higher Uniqueness 

Fig. 3. Security (uniqueness) for 45 arbiter PUFs
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(a) Distribu�on of SC intra-RO-PUF and DC intra-RO-PUF 
(Reliability in RO-PUF1) 

(b) d’ of each DC intra-RO-PUF  
      against SC intra-RO-PUF  

(Reliability in 125 RO-PUFs) 

High Reliability 

Fig. 4. Reliability for 125 RO-PUFs

In order to solve this problem, we applied shift registers for post-processing
the PUF output. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the distribution with a shift register
(SC inter gathering from shifted 45 PUFs) is ideal, that is, with no errors, and
d′ is 15.18 against ‘SC intra gathering from 45 PUFs’.

4.2 Ring Oscillator PUF

In this experiment, we selected 125 PUF outputs with 20 tests and 50 kinds
of IDs from a total of 125 RO-PUF outputs (called “VirginiaTech Dataset” in
Fig. 1) that were collected from 125 Xilinx Spartan (XC3S500E) FPGAs[11].
(In each output, there are 512 lines for 512 ROs, and each line contains 100 RO
frequencies).

We first tested the reliability of each PUF output. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) and
(b), all of the results had a zero error rate. Therefore, we can conclude that the
reliability of each RO-PUF output is high.

In addition, we considered the EER and d′ to evaluate the security (unique-
ness) of the RO-PUFs (‘SC intra gathering from 125 RO–PUF’ and ‘SC inter
gathering from 125 RO–PUF’). As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the result showed a zero
error rate. Thus, the security of the RO–PUFs using the VirginiaTech dataset
is reasonably good, even though d′ is a little small (8.48). In order to main-
tain stable security, it is desirable to sufficiently separate the two distributions.
Therefore, we can apply the shift function to the PUF output in the same way
as the previous sub-section. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), the distribution with the
shift register (SC inter gathering from shifted 125 RO–PUF) is ideal with no
errors, and d′ is 15.50 against ‘SC intra gathering from 125 RO–PUF’.
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Higher Uniqueness 

(a) Distribu�on of SC intra-RO-PUF and SC inter-RO-PUF 
which are combined with all pair comparisons 

(b) Histogram result using shi�ed data 
(Security in 125 RO-PUFs) 

Fig. 5. Security for 125 RO-PUFs
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5 Conclusion

This study showed experimentally that the addition of a shift operation as post-
processing is an effective approach. In particular, we note that even though this
approach is valid only under the assumption that shifting is an intrinsic property,
we are convinced that this could be an effective approach.
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